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SUBJECT:  “E”-coding Meeting Update 
 

In September, AAC reviewed a proposal for MCR 26-A Coding Teacher Certification.  During 
discussion of this item, issues associated with “E” coding were also raised.  Two issues in particular 
necessitated the need to further examine the use of E-codes on the campuses to track teacher education 
candidates who have been fully admitted into teacher education programs within the system.  First, the 
Teacher Education Enrollment report was pulled before the December 2005 Board meeting resulting from 
discrepancies in major enrollments reported on each campus.  Second, an issue discussed during the 
October AAC retreat reflected an inability to capture teacher education candidates for the CAAP 
performance section of the Teacher Education Accountability Report.  Representatives from each campus 
responsible for making the admission decision and assigning the E-code met in Pierre on November 27, 
to discuss potential E-coding issues that may be causing the continued inaccuracy or inconsistencies 
reported by the system and Regental Institutions.  During this meeting a number of issues were raised 
including: 
 

1. There is a lack of clarity on who is to be represented in the reports.  For instance, data requests 
simply ask for “teacher education majors,” with no elaboration as to what constitutes a teacher 
education major.  Large variation then exist between students who are seeking candidates and 
those that have been fully admitted and assigned an E-code. 

2. Inconsistencies exist in the way data is reported at the institutional and system level, as well as 
to external agencies.  Currently, campuses are required to report to NCATE and SDDOE using 
Summer, Fall, and Spring data.  At the institutional level, campus data are based on fiscal year 
data, while the system looks at Fall, Spring, and Summer representations.  Additionally, Title II 
reporting is a year late. When comparing these numbers there will always be large variations 
which require significant personnel hours to investigate and correct.   

3. E-codes are often buried when a student is classified as inactive after leaving for a semester.  For 
example, a student who has been assigned an e-code and then takes a class at another 
institution during the summer (or on-line from different institutions) have the e-code buried in 
the primary fields.  This requires a search to re-activate the E-code to have the student re-
admitted into the program.  This is only possible for those students that programs are aware of.    
This appears to occur for courses at USDSU, correspondence, or online courses. “G” can also be 
layered on top of the E-code when students graduate from their major and then return to 
complete coursework required for certification but choose to take it at the graduate level.   

4. Teacher education data are unique, potentially requiring the customization of a system to better 
facilitate these processes. Associated with this is the fact that there is no way to perform bulk-
entry for much of the information required for teacher education candidates.  This would be 
particularly appealing to do with Praxis II exams by tracking back scores provided by SDDOE or 
ETS.   
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5. Each program requirements are different for students to be fully admitted.  Although there is a 

common “338 Foundation of American Education” course required on each of the campuses, 
there is no predictable way to enforce when a student will take this course in their program.  
Even with this common course within the system, program tracks can require a range of courses 
for students to be fully admitted.  This is especially problematic for transfer students.   

6. System reporting practices continue to include students that are not a part of the teacher 
education programs (e.g., aviation, HPER, etc.), or students who may not ever seek to obtain 
certification once they complete the program (Agricultural Education). 

7. Campuses use different codes to classify those who may be seeking candidacy but have not been 
fully admitted.  USD utilizes an A to code students in the pipeline, while other programs assign D 
to code declared majors.  NSU employs a declaration form students are required to submit to be 
coded as declared.  Despite using these codes, many noted difficulty labeling secondary 
education and fine arts students unless it was placed at the admissions or academic advising 
level. In many instances advisors outside of the teacher education programs are often unaware 
that students should be coded into the teacher education program, with many students under the 
assumption that they are coded as a declared major.  This results in an inability to not only track 
but coordinate and communicate with these students.  

 
Recommended Future Steps 
  

1. Potential Use of consistent D coding for Candidates Across System:  Participants agreed 
that this would be a potential solution to track prospective candidates as long as a consistent 
understanding was developed for how this was to be used across the system.  Look at 
procedures for entering and tracking candidates earlier in the process even at the admissions or 
academic advising level 

 
2. Cleaner and Consistent Data Parameters:  Define a consistent set of parameters for 

representing candidate data and then separate by those fully admitted vs. declared but still 
seeking candidacy. 

 
3. Coding of Teacher Certification: Develop a complete list of certification programs and then 

include graduate level certification as well.  Provide campuses with the organizations of these 
certification areas in advanced to help facilitate the data entry process. 

 
4. Batch Entry Possibilities: Probe further into possible batch entry for teacher education data 

including Praxis Scores. 
 

5. Multi-Layered Extraction: Develop parameters to examine multiple layers for the E-code to 
uncover instances where E-codes have been buried in secondary fields. 
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